Superintendent Losquadro, Councilman LaValle Announce Completion of 14-Road Paving Project in Farmingville and Ronkonkoma
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**Farmingville, NY** – Brookhaven Town Highway Superintendent Daniel P. Losquadro and Councilman Kevin LaValle have announced the completion of the resurfacing of 14 residential roadways in the vicinity of South Howell Avenue in Farmingville.

The total cost for this paving project was approximately $1,000,000. Crews removed and replaced 4,226 linear feet of concrete curb, 809 square feet of concrete sidewalk and 7,474 square feet of concrete aprons.

Superintendent Losquadro said, "We continue to move across the Town, improving the infrastructure one neighborhood at a time. When I took office nearly five years ago, I said it would take 10 years to address the backlog of projects that needed to be completed. We are nearly at the halfway mark and I am very pleased with the progress we have made. I appreciate the hard work of the men and women of the Highway Department and the patience of Brookhaven residents."

Councilman LaValle said, “Thanks to the efforts of the men and women of the Highway Department, our roads are much safer to travel. This project is part of a much bigger plan to improve infrastructure throughout the Town of Brookhaven and I will continue to work with Superintendent Losquadro to identify roads in need of repaving in my Council District.” Roads paved during this project include Arden Court, Arden Lane, Crest Lane, Crestwood Lane, Eva Lane, Gaymor Lane, Grendon Lane, Radburn Drive, Ramsy Lane, Reydon Way, Somers Court, Somers Lane, South Howell Avenue and Weldon Lane.

Caption: Brookhaven Highway Superintendent Daniel Losquadro and Councilman Kevin LaValle on Radburn Drive in Farmingville.
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